




“E-Commerce Merchant/s” means merchant/s who/which 
exclusively do/es business and transactions in Internet 
Platform.

“Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchant/s” means the E-Commerce 
Merchants who/which receives pre-payment from you and 
deliver/s, promise/s delivery of the products/ services after the 
pre-payment.



to obtain any such credit for transactions with Pre-Pay E-Commerce
Merchant/s.

However, you will not be entitled









Interest Charges are imposed both on the Outstanding Retail 
Transaction Balance & Fees that is not paid within the Payment 
Due Date. Interest will be calculated from the following day of 
your last payment due date until full payment.



In all cases other than Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants:



You agree to resolve and settle all refund, chargeback, 
non-delivery, claim, dispute issues (collectively called as 
“Dispute”) with respective Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants. 
You agree and acknowledge that we, the Bank shall not be 
liable or responsible by any mean to settle/resolve the 
Dispute with Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants and you will 
indemnify us/ the Bank if we/the Bank incur any loss or 
damage due to any such Dispute between you and Pre-Pay 
E-Commerce Merchants. You further agree that we/the 
Bank reserve the right to impose temporary/permanent 
restriction on any type of transaction and/or with Pre-Pay 
E-Commerce Merchants.

In case of Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants:

The actions or omissions of Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants;



Will not be liable for settlement or resolution of any 
Dispute arising out of any transaction between you and 
Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants.

Where we act upon a facsimile. Telephone, email or other 
electronic instruction from you regarding your Credit Card 
Account, and that instruction appears to our reasonable 
satisfaction to have been made in accordance with authorities 
held by us, to the extent permitted at law you indemnify us 
against all losses, claims and expenses, that we may incur by 
reason of acting upon the instruction and also by reason of 
your transaction/s with Pre-Pay E-Commerce Merchants. 
Without further authority or enquiry we may debit your Credit 
Card Account with all such claims and expenses, whether or 
not your Credit Card Account may exceed its credit limit as a 
result. Therefore, interest may be charged as explained in 
clause 7 of these Terms & Conditions.
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